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CLASS OF 2023
Hi!
Winter breaks have neared their ends and we
embark on our journey into the new year with
bright and rejuvenated spirits and determination
to make the most out of the year ahead.
The Babylonians are said to be the first people to
make New Year's resolutions, about 4,000 years
ago, and since then the traditions have changed
and been adapted as per our “modern” ages.
While many plan out extensive resolutions and
remake their bucket lists, I believe, we must together pledge to spend this,
and the coming years, to be only kinder than before. The past two years have
shown us that in times of great need, even miles apart, we have each other
(even if it is virtually). Needless to say, these tough times have only made us
more persistent and added to the fervour to make this edition as well as future
editions more endearing. With this hope let's join hands to make this magazine
a powerful voice of the faculty and students as it is the mirror that reflects the
true spirit of Shiv Nadar University.
Connect with us and follow Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR on social media
and engage in the conversation via Facebook, Snapchat, LinkedIn, and
Instagram. And so, with the cold frigid winters that have set, we bring
to you the 12th Edition of The Point, helping you stay connected from under
your comfy blankets.
Jahnavi Varma
Class of 2023

JIGISHA
BAJPAI

ASHNA
SINGHAL

Class of 2023

Class of 2025

MEET THE
TEAM
We will miss you maam!

TO MA’AM, WITH LOVE
VINNIE MATHUR
Chief Editor
Office of Marketing &
Communications

ISHANI SINGH
JAMWAL
Junior Executive
Office of Marketing &
Communications

Prof. Rupamanjari Ghosh, made a difference to Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR
during her decade-long journey with the institution. She impacted us not just in
the capacity of a Professor and Vice-Chancellor, but as a mentor who took us
under her wings and taught us how to become better by challenging ourselves
and made positive impacts to our personal lives.
Prof, Ghosh has been an inspiration to all of us in the department. She has not only
been a ‘guru’ but the institution’s patriarch. Above all, she is a humble academician
who has made a world of a difference to our lives.
Ma’am, you have Moulded our University, and you have propelled us towards
greater heights. Your students love you for being a personality of humility and
simplicity and we owe you our every success.
You have inspired so many of us in the office to strive to do our jobs better by
working as a team towards achieving the desired goals. You have been an
excellent mentor and have prepared us to continue in your footsteps.
Our humble farewell to you is a measure of the unrestrained flow of love you evoke
from your students, faculty and administration. Your passion for success has no
end and shall keep growing in the same spirit that you have instilled in each and
every one of us.
With your perseverance and endurance, you have inspired us to take pride in our work.
Ma’am, you will be greatly missed! We will forever remain in your gratitude for
making a perceptible difference to our lives.
May you continue to guide and inspire those around you!

Department of Computer
Science & Engineering

UNIVERSITY NEWS

The Department of Computer Science and Engineering
conducted a one-day Ph.D. workshop on 14 December 2021.
The workshop is an annual event where all our Ph.D. students
present their work.

Department of
Economics

CXO Series

The Department of Economics
conducted a virtual seminar titled
‘Gender, Beliefs, and Coordination
with Externalities’ (with Tim Cason
and Philip Grossman) by Dr. Lata
Gangadharan, Monash University,
on 3 December 2021. The seminar
talked about groups such as
committees or boards making
many important decisions within
organizations. Many of these
decisions affect external parties.
This paper uses an experimental
approach to study how the gender
composition of three-person groups
affects choices and beliefs in a
coordination game with selfish and
prosocial equilibria.

Office of Dean
Of Research
& Partnership

School of Management and
Entrepreneurship announced the
next speaker of the CXO Conversation
Series, Gunjan Arya, Chief Executive
Officer, Only Much Louder. Prof. Shalu
Kalra, Associate Professor, Department
of Finance, Accounting and Control
was the moderator, and together, they
decoded the innumerable
opportunities that the new economy
brings for the new-age entrepreneurs.

Eminent Speakers Series
Shiv Nadar University, Delhi NCR
conducted the second session under
the Eminent Speaker Series, as the
part of Tenth Anniversary
Celebrations.

The Department of Economics
conducted a virtual seminar titled
'Banking Regulation with Risk of
Sovereign Default’ (jointly with
Igor Livshits and Koen Schoors)
by Dr. Pablo D'Erasmo, Economic
Advisor and Economist Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, on
10 December 2021.
The seminar talked about banking
regulation that routinely designates
domestic government debt as safe,
even when this debt is risky. They
showed, in a parsimonious model,
that this failure to recognize the
riskiness of government debt
induces domestic banks to ''gamble''
with depositors' funds by purchasing
risky government bonds and assets
correlated with them.

Dr. Pinakl Sengupta,
Associate Professor and
Coordinator, India Policy,
Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore,
talked about various
academic and research
opportunities at Nanyang
Technological University
(NTU), Dr. Sengupta was
in conversation with Dr.
Sankar Dhar, Professor
and Head, Department
of Physics, Shiv Nadar
University, Delhi-NCR, and
elaborated on the research
that faculty members at
NTU are engaged in, as
well as the research
instruments and
infrastructure available
at the institution.

Dr. Raghu Sundaram, Dean and
Edward I. Altman Professor of Credit
and Debt Markets at New York
University’s Leonard N. Stern School
of Business, had a Fireside Chat on ‘The Future of Money
versus Happiness’ with Dr. Bibek Banerjee, Dean and University
Professor of Marketing, Strategy and Economics at the School
of Management & Entrepreneurship at Shiv Nadar University,
Delhi NCR.

Alumni series
The Career Development Center
conducted a virtual talk titled “LAMP
Fellowship: A unique platform for
understanding public-policy and law
making” by our alumna, Ms. Jigyasa
Sehgal, B.Sc. (Research) in
Economics (Class of 2019). She is
currently a LAMP fellow in the class
of 2021-22, and is extremely
passionate about quality research in
public space. She is also interested in bridging the gap between
academia and practical applications of policy making. The talk was
scheduled 24 December 2021.

ALUMNI MEET
Shiv Nadar University, Delhi NCR, organized a weekend-long get-together to
celebrate the class of 2020 on 17th-18th December 2021. These two days were
full of fun and gave our young alumni a chance to relive the campus life and
create new memories!
The celebration started with a classic homecoming parade which was all about
colors, balloons, smiling faces, and loud cheerings!
The parade was followed by the inauguration of the Shiv Nadar University
auditorium and a formal celebration for the class of 2020. It started with valuable
words from our Pro-Chancellor, Mr. Shikhar Malhotra, and the Vice-Chancellor, Prof.
Rupamanjari Ghosh, and ended with a surprise graduation hat tossing ceremony!

To end the evening on a high note, a fun gala evening was organized where the
university's 10 years completion was celebrated with many performances.
The second day of celebration started with the dean's address and departmental
meeting, which was the perfect chance for alumni to relive academic life, revisit
the educational spaces, and reconnect with their beloved faculty. This was followed
by lunch, granting the class an opportunity to click pictures and explore some new
places on campus along with the old favorite ones.
After a delightful afternoon to unwind, rejuvenate and relax, a grand evening was
organized by the student council for the alumni. The evening saw many stunning
performances by Inferno and snuphoria and the celebrations ended with a classic
DJ night.
These two days, the campus was full of happiness, excitement, nostalgia, and
many other overwhelming feelings and was the perfect ending to the year 2021!

E-CELL SHIV NADAR
UNIVERSITY AT NUS GRO
JOINT VIRTUAL IMMERSION
PROGRAMME

The Entrepreneurship Cell of Shiv
Nadar University was part of the NUS
Joint Virtual Immersion Programme
that serves as a platform for students
and faculty from the National
University of Singapore, Shiv Nadar
University, and Ashoka University to
exchange ideas, share experiences,
understand the cultural differences,
and network. This session, aimed at
acknowledging and learning the
culture and student bodies of the
three universities, lasted for two
days, and included various
interactive sessions hosted by the
students and faculty from the three
institutions.
E-Cell SNU hosted an interactive
session on the entrepreneurship
culture in India and the role of
E-Cell(s) in the entrepreneurial
ecosystem, as a part of the NUS GRO
Joint Virtual Immersion Programme.
The students and faculty from the
three universities who took part in
this session were also introduced to
the start-ups from Shiv Nadar
University and the culture that E-Cell
SNU strives to cultivate.

The session began with a brief discussion
on the true essence of entrepreneurship.
It included breaking down complex terms
related to entrepreneurship. After
engaging the audience and familiarizing
them with some basic concepts, we spoke
about the start-ups in India and some key
points, including the steps taken by the
Indian Government to promote start-ups
and the start-up culture in India. The
benefits which start-ups in India can avail,
programs like ‘The Start-up India Scheme’,
and many other crucial factors which play
a pivotal role in describing the start-up
culture in India. We then had a brief
discussion on the role of students in the
start-up ecosystem and how universities
are spreading the spirit of
entrepreneurship among the students
through ‘E-Cell-like’ student bodies.
Towards the end, the question-and-answer
round served as a medium for the
entrepreneurship society at NUS and
E-Cell SNU to exchange some ideas and
substantiate the budding collaboration.

MNEMON SRABONDEYA
HALDAR
On 21st December 2021, Mnemon
participated in the Joint Virtual
Immersion Programme – a
collaboration with National
University of Singapore (NUS)
and Ashoka University. For the
purpose of this collaboration,
Mnemon organized an event titled
“Politics of Memory: A study of
the Qutub Complex”. Mnemon
drew its inspiration from a previous
department trip to the Qutub
Minar (17th September 2019)
which sparked a heated discussion
regarding the glorious monument
and its contentious history of
religious violence, clash of
civilisations, and the binary
between dominance and
subjugation. Therefore, using the
photographs clicked by Mnemon
members, this event aimed to
subject popular beliefs surrounding
the Qutub complex to historical
scrutiny. Through the course of
the presentation Mnemon aimed
to highlight the complexity of
“identity” and “meaning making”
based on a critical analysis of the
Qutub complex.

CLUB
EVENTS

The presentation was divided into three
parts – First, a discussion on the colonial
and nationalistic influence on the public
perception of the Qutub Minar and its
limitations in enabling a holistic
understanding of the same. Second,
an attempt to navigate, question and
challenge the hegemonic and monolithic
identity attested to the Minar. Third,
an endeavor to place the complex in a
larger historical context. Therefore,
through various examples and evidence
– such as architectural features,
inscriptions, the ‘act’ of reuse, and
chronicles – Mnemon used the spheres
of “space”, “time” and “politics” to
unravel the various pasts that are
inextricably imbricated within the
complex. This discussion was followed
by an enthusiastic question-answer
round by the students of NUS
and Asoka.

IDEAXCHANGE HIGHLIGHTS
Event

ATAL
INCUBATION
CENTRE

Summary

Timeline

AIC-Pre Incubation
& Hotdesk Orientation
Session

AIC-Pre Incubation & Hotdesk Orientation
Session

17th November

Execution strategy and
implementation of OKR's
for start-up success

Execution strategy and implementation of
OKR's for start-up success

18th November

Idea Xchange

Hosted ‘IdeaXchange’ - a two-day event
that connected over 60 founders from
more than 30 start-ups being incubated by
SNU-AIC with industry stalwarts, investors,
mentors, key government officials, and
innovation & technology heads from across
the country. The start-ups pitched their
ventures to investors and business
executives for potential funding,
collaboration opportunities, and
mentorship for scaling up and
capacity-building.

122nd & 23rd
November

Visit of Mr. Amitabh Kant's
Visit, CEO - NITI Aayog,
Government of India

AIC invited him for an open lecture and
interaction with the students and faculty,
as part of the 10-year celebrations of SNU

30th November

Visit of Gautham
Sivaramakrishnan, Microsoft
Innovation Program Lead and
Headstart Director

An interactive session of Mr. Gautham with
students of SNU. Inspired students to learn
and grow and also cleared doubts and
myths regarding start-ups

2nd December

Startup Talk Series 2021

AIC-SNU had specially curated “Startup
Talk Series” which aims to familiarize the
students of SNU with the inspiring
entrepreneurship journey of AIC incubated
startups. Speakers of the session were:
1) Siddhant Bajpai, Founder, Andromeida.
Topic - How students can build a patented
startup.
2) Anirudh Sharma, Founder, AUS
Innovation. Topic - Beginners guide to set
up a student tech startup.
3) Yug Dave, Founder, MyEra. Topic - Learn
about starting a successful SaaS company
by a group of students

28th, 29th & 30th
December

STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
Parth Joshi, an ECE major of the
Class of 2024 has secured 3rd
Position in the 7th Federation Cup
(Senior Men) , in Floorball held
from 26th December to
29th Dec at Sikar, Rajasthan.
He has been playing Field
Hockey and Floorball since he was
10 years old and has represented
Delhi State team in 63rd, 64th,
65th SGFI School Games Nationals
for both Floorball as well as Field
Hockey.
In 2020, he was awarded the merit
scholarship in 65th SGFI Nationals
for securing Gold medal.

He has also played all the major tournaments including 1st Khelo India, Under 17
Nehru Cup, CBSE school national and was CBSE North Zone-1 cluster’s winner.
He is now preparing to represent Team India later this year and wants to wave
India’s flag high in the air.

Celebrating an incredible
alumni's extraordinary
achievements, we heartily
congratulate Paridhi Sood,
Class of 2019, on her recent
graduation from the Air
Force Academy.
Graduating with an
engineering degree in
Computer science, Paridhi
set out with a steel resolute
to achieve her dreams and
has proved her mettle and
the grit to gain the honour
of a flying officer.

In their own unique ways, every alumni has done us proud and we are elated
to cheer them on their journey ahead. Paridhi is one such pioneer who has
stood out in her journey.
We wish Paridhi soars higher and we wish the very best for all her future
endeavours and everything she wishes to achieve, and we cannot wait to
hear stories and tales of her adventures back home!

SULTAN
Sultan is a chestnut gelding. He is a very
brave, energetic and majestic horse.
He loves to have fun and play with others.
He is best friend of Ruh. He doesn't get
affected by any obstacle! He is a very
smart horse!

MEET THE SHIV NADAR
UNIVERSITY HORSES
RUH
Ruh is a light bay mare. It’s our oldest
horse, yet the fastest. She is very calm,
wise, noble and beautiful. She is the
best friend of Sultan. She is the leader
of the herd! She is a bit frisky and
prefers a calm environment.

ARCHETYPE
Archetype is a light bay
gelding. He is a very strong
and energetic horse. He is the
best friend of Mildred. He
loves to terrify others and he
sometimes bites! He is a very
sweet boy!

MILDRED
SHAMSHER
Shamsher is a dark bay gelding.
He is a very well-built strong and
brave horse! Shamsher has an old
injury that prevents him from being
ridden, though he has a lot of fun
doing groundwork and galloping
in free ground.

Mildred is a chestnut mare. She
is very sweet, calm and strong
horse. She loves to eat food! She
is the cutest and youngest horse
of our stable! She is smaller than
other horses, but not less
energetic than any!

HOT PRESS
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Global initiatives may help revive
the education of Afghan women
A nuanced engagement of Taliban leaders could allow women-only centres of learning to come up
were not permitted to work or get an
education. After the Taliban rule was
overthrown, the number of girls in primary schools increased from nearly zero
to 2.5 million and the female literacy rate
almost doubled to 30% between 2011 and
2018 (Unesco, 2021). That progress is
threatened by the Taliban’s return to
power in Kabul.
The Taliban have been paying lip
service to women’s rights even as their
policies turn into a nightmare for Afghan
women. Recently, the Taliban ministry
of propagation of virtue and prevention
of vice restricted the mobility of women
unless chaperoned by a male relative.
This stance of intransigent Taliban
members has denied women access to
public spaces and public life, not just
education. But it is important to recognize that the Taliban are not a homogeneous group and have members with
varied policy preferences. In historically
progressive regions such as Mazar-eSharif and Kunduz, for example, local
Taliban leaders have been persuaded to
reopen schools for girls. The international community needs to acknowledge
this and deal with the Taliban in a
nuanced manner, so that less hardline
elements may prevail in the Afghan
administration.
It is vital that Afghan women’s welfare
does not become a casualty of Afghan
conflicts. Societies have progressed on
women’s education and empowerment
at their own pace. In India, women-only
colleges were established around 1947 as
part of a movement aimed at claiming
the right to education for women. These
institutes served two purposes. One,
they sought to foster a community in
which women have more opportunities
to engage in various endeavours, and
two, women-only set-ups appealed to
conservative families that might not
have allowed their daughters to attend
co-educational centres of learning. Fast
forward to today, and one finds that allwomen colleges such as Lady Shri Ram
College and Miranda House are at par or
even better than their co-educational

PARUL GUPTA &
RAJEEV PARASHAR

Let’s exorcise the ghost
of stalled asset sell-offs
Yet another miss of India’s budgetary target for stake sales seems likely in 2021-22. Our fiscal
spreads have been haunted by such failure for so long, it could raise questions of state resolve

T

he familiar ghost of a missed asset
sell-off target at India’s fiscal banquet threatens to re-appear this
financial year, with Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd’s sale looking dicey
as the year fast draws towards a
close. As reports have it, would-be bidders for
this state-run company have not been able to
find partners and arrange funds, even as lender
approvals are awaited, for what the government hoped would be one of its three big
coffer-stuffers in 2021-22 to help achieve its
disinvestment goal of ₹1.75 trillion. Now, with
less than a quarter left and financial bids not
even invited, the sale may need to be pushed
forth. If so, that could leave a ₹60,000-crore
hole in our budget math that would burden tax
buoyancy with the job of filling it in for the
year’s fiscal deficit to be kept at 6.8% of gross
domestic product. Tata-bound Air India and
public offer-headed Life Insurance Corp of
India (LIC) are the other two equity offloads
the Centre is counting on. So far, it has raised
₹9,329 crore, or just about 5% of its plan. In a
year of business recovery, rising valuations and
a big revenue revival, this is remarkably slow
going. After all, no administration before this
has been so open in its stance on privatization,
a term it refreshingly does not shrink from.
With an Air India deal in the Centre’s bag, all
eyes right now are on the upcoming LIC offer.
The country’s biggest insurer will not be
privatized, but given its coverage, financial
numbers and how highly it would probably be
valued by investors at large, early estimates
had suggested that even a tenth of its shares
held out for grabs could draw a whopping ₹1
trillion. If this mega-sale goes through, our

performance on a major policy thrust will not
be too dismal. Yet, leaving it for early 2022
could be cutting it too close. Investors await
clarity in its issue prospectus on what value
could be got, an evaluation that must factor in
how its profits will be shared with LIC policy
holders who get some of its surplus. The longer
all this takes, the larger its exposure to the risk
of a turn in the market’s mood as global capital
settings begin to change. It would be very
unfortunate if the Centre’s efforts to shed its
ownership of enterprises it shouldn’t have
owned were to miss a global capital surge
driven by a great covid easing of credit.
While the Centre has put out a bold outline of
its equity-shedding plan, with sectors broadly
marked for stake retention or divestment to
varied degrees, failures on its actual score have
routinely haunted our budgets. Last year, it
fell short of its ₹2.1 trillion aim by ₹1.78 trillion.
Even pre-covid, it met its goal only twice in the
six years starting 2014-15, when the current
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) dispensation took
office. Past administrations had largely been iffy
about India’s policy on privatization, especially
the previous one led by the Congress, with its
left-of-centre leanings and residual attachment
to an outsized public sector, harking back to a
Nehruvian order whose time was past. For a
long part of our economic liberalization story,
analysts saw asset sell-offs as a question of the
state’s resolve. The BJP, however, was not
expected to waver on this agenda, let alone let it
succumb to similar shades of inertia. Perhaps a
tax-intake bounty can yet help defray the fiscal
damage of a missed target this year. But if this
recurrent spectre is to be exorcised for good,
we need to get realistic—and plan better.

are, respectively, assistant professor of
economics at Indian School of Business
and Finance, and research scholar at
Shiv Nadar University

G

irls’ education is a powerful tool
for bringing peace and security. If
girls don’t learn, Afghanistan will
suffer. As a girl and as a human being, I
need you to know that I have rights.
Women and girls have rights.” These are
the eloquent words of Sotooda Forotan,
a 15-year-old Afghan schoolgirl with
hope in her eyes. Last month, Sotooda’s
message was delivered to US Secretary
of State Antony Blinken by Nobel laureate Malala Yousafzai. We couldn’t agree
more with Sotooda and millions of
Afghans who share her concerns.
In today’s knowledge-based economy,
Afghanistan needs educated citizens
with technical skills for economic and
social progress. This is not possible if
nearly half the country’s population is
kept away from education and denied
basic rights. It is imperative that the Taliban administration devises a long-term
sustainable plan to ensure the progress
of Afghan women and others.
Although the situation has mostly
been grim in Afghanistan, the education
of girls was never universally taboo.
Women started graduating from Kabul
University as early as the 1960s. The following decades saw women being
employed by the government as technicians, administrators and even judges at
Islamic courts. However, under the first
Taliban regime, the rights of Afghan
women were severely curtailed and they
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peers. Church-affiliated convent schools
are also among the best in India. Having
taught at Lady Shri Ram College, the
authors have witnessed the potential of
an all-women institute to transform the
young into confident women. In Muslim-majority nations, too, women’s universities have emerged as leaders of education. These include the Lahore College for Women University in Pakistan,
Asian University for Women in Bangladesh and Princess Nourah bint Abdulrahman University in Saudi Arabia.
The Taliban administration is eager to
get global recognition and aid but hardline Taliban members are sure to stonewall any proposal of co-educational
learning. As an alternative, the world
community could advocate the setting
up of mosque-affiliated all-women
schools and colleges across the country.
These could be entirely managed by
women and designed for education in
modern disciplines (in addition to religious texts). No one knows how long the
current Taliban rule will continue, and
Afghan women can ill afford to lose
access to education during these years.
In such a scenario, the above idea can be
effective in putting girls and women
back in schools and colleges. There are
four key advantages of this proposal.
First, such an educational system is
most likely to survive regime changes,
minimizing learning disruptions for
women. Second, being in an all-women
environment, students and staff can
escape the Taliban’s draconian dress
code, at least in the teaching-learning
space. Third, educated Afghan women
would have the option of employment
at these all-women institutes. Fourth,
seeing women in leadership positions at
women-run institutes would instil confidence in a younger generation of schoolgirls. Having role models in safe spaces
is especially important for Afghan girls
right now. Education is the most powerful tool for Sotooda and millions like her
to realize their dream of a better future.
Time is running out and the global
community must not let them down.
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T

he Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) has approved stateowned Air India Ltd’s financial restructuring plan and
asked it to complete the process
by 20 March, clearing the way for
the airline to seek government
funds of up to 30,000 crore
spread over the next 10 years.
The central bank has agreed to
the additional requirements
sought by lenders and allowed
relaxations that will help Air India tide over the current crisis,
according to two government officials who declined to be
named. The plan will allow Air
India to save up to 1,000 crore
on an annual basis, according to
them.
“RBI has given its final goahead. The clearance came today. The cabinet note will be circulated shortly,” said one of the
officials on Friday.
The central bank had given an
in-principle approval to the plan
in November and asked the
banks to hold talks with the airline management. The final series of talks ended on Thursday
at Air India’s Nariman Point
headquarters in Mumbai. The
banks led by SBI Capital Markets
Ltd had in turn asked for some
additional cushion since the
loan moratorium was very high.
RBI has agreed to allow banks
to make provisions on their balance sheets for a five-year period
instead of the three-year period
proposed earlier that the lenders
were not comfortable with. The
recast plan proposes that banks
should be allowed to carry the
debt on their books as performing assets. This is because once
debt is classified as non-performing, banks are required to
set aside money towards it.
Apart from this, the interest

NOTE TO READERS
A 16-page Media Marketing
Initiative, being carried with
today’s edition, is an equivalent of
a paid-for advertisement, and no
Mint journalists were involved in
creating it. Readers would do well
to treat it as an advertisement.
Mint is also available for 9.50 with
Hindustan Times under a combo offer
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RBI clears
Air India
recast plan
Bailout calls for the
government to
infuse funds of up
to 30,000 crore
over the next 10 years
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An oil slick
ahead
A

rate during the period will be
lowered to 11% from the benchmark 16%. Preferential shares
will also be issued to the banks
that will be redeemable from the
15th and 20th year onwards.
RBI has, however, linked the
restructuring plan to a commitment from the government of
equity infusion of about 30,000
crore spread over 10 years, of
which 6,750 crore will be the
first instalment, said the same official cited above.
Air India has received a total
of 3,200 crore in equity infusion
over three years. The airline has
short-term debt of 27,000 crore.
In addition, it has borrowed
42,000 crore to buy aircraft.
Late last year, a group of ministers (GoM) led by finance minister Pranab Mukherjee, including
home
minister
P.
Chidambaram, petroleum minister S. Jaipal Reddy, Planning
Commission deputy chairman
Montek Singh Ahluwalia and former aviation minister Vayalar
Ravi, met to decide on Air India’s
turnaround and financial restructuring plan.
The GoM had sought RBI’s
views before the government
signed off on the plan to bail out
the carrier.
The plan envisages a 20,000
crore debt recast, and selling and
leasing back the first 14 of 27
Dreamliner 787 aircraft from the
Boeing Co., meant to join Air India’s fleet by 2014, to keep the
planes off the balance sheet.
It also includes a freeze on the
payment of performance-linked
incentives to Air india’s 30,000
employees till it turns cash-positive before tax, and meeting costcutting and staff-reduction targets. That could meet with resistance from its dozen labour unions.
The airline has told banks that
it plans to complete the restructuring process by the end of this
month itself, although RBI has
given it time until 20 March to do
so.
It’s not clear if the cabinet will
be able to make provisions for
the equity infusion in the
2011-12 budget or whether such
an infusion, if cleared, will be
paid in the next fiscal year, said
the second official quoted above.
Air India’s rivals are struggling
to raise funds. Jet Airways (India)
Ltd and Kingfisher Airlines Ltd,
which need to raise almost
1,500-2,000
crore
and
3,000-4,000 crore, respectively,
have not been able to do so. RBI
had earlier last year approved a
financial restructuring plan for
Kingfisher Airlines, as a result of
which banks now own 23% of the
carrier.

Taking stock: Former chairmen of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (from left) G.N. Bajpai, S.A.
Dave and D.R. Mehta met with current chief U.K. Sinha (second from left) at the regulator’s headquarters
in Mumbai on Friday for a brainstorming session on what needs to be done to make the capital market
watchdog more effective. This is the first such meeting in Sebi’s history.

MANESAR WORKFORCE

Maruti likely to revise pay structure
B Y A MRIT R AJ
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I

n a move that may bring closure to the industrial discord at Maruti Suzuki India
Ltd’s Manesar plant, the company has decided to revise the
pay structure of workers at the

Airfares may
rise as fleet
additions slow
B Y P .R . S ANJAI

facility.
India’s biggest car maker
also agreed to their demand
for a separate union, marking a
climbdown by Maruti’s management that may hold the key
to resolving the labour unrest
that plagued its plants last year
and pointing the way to other
companies dealing with agitat-

ed workers in the industrial
belt.
“Their pay revision is due.
We have set up a committee,
which would evaluate their demands and negotiate those
with the company management,” said S.Y. Siddiqui,

s the West tightens
the screws on Iran,
a big problem lies in
store for India.
India has enjoyed
friendly relations with
Iran for a long time.
The country is also a
significant supplier of oil
to India—roughly 11% of
our supplies. Payments
for this oil have to be
made through third
countries. Currently,
these are routed through
Turkey. This system may
not last and a situation
can arise when payments
become impossible.
Finding other suppliers
for such volumes of oil is
not difficult, but these
options will be surely
more expensive. It is
fitting that an official
team is visiting Tehran
later this month to
discuss this problem. Too
much hope should not be
placed on such meetings
as a part of the problem
is outside the control of
the two countries.
India should deliberate
the diplomatic and
strategic options in
case the Iranian situation
gets out of hand due to
war or other reasons.
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Underground mining techniques
mooted for Western Ghats
ABHIJIT BHATLEKAR/MINT
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I

ndia’s airline industry may
get a respite this year, with
passenger growth catching up
with capacity, as new plane additions slow. The corollary to
this is that fares are likely to
rise, bringing to an end a year or
so of rock-bottom pricing led by
state-owned Air India Ltd as it
sought to regain market share.
Passengers may not be able
find cheap fares, even though
the industry enters the lean season that starts mid-January, as
debt-laden carriers are keen on
recovering costs. In mid-December, it was estimated that
India’s airlines lose $25-30
(around 1,320-1,585 today) every time a domestic passenger
boards an aircraft.
“Domestic carriers are expected to add planes at the rate of
-5% to 5% for the next one year,
considering their fleet induction plan, but passenger demand is estimated to grow at
15% for the next one year,” said
a senior executive at Jet Airways
(India) Ltd, requesting anonymity. “This will help us to increase fares to recover costs.”
He said the ability of Kingfisher Airlines Ltd and Air India to
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If women are expected
to do the same work as
men, we must teach
them the same things.
P L ATO
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S

ix years after the Supreme
Court ordered that mining
operations in the Western
Ghats be stopped because of
environmental concerns, two
government bodies have recommended the examination of
underground techniques to
see if these can be used to resume the hunt for iron ore in
the area.
The Indian Council of Forestry and Research Education
(ICFRE), Dehradun, and a
working group of the Planning
Commission have both independently recommended such
feasibility studies for extracting the resource from the
Western Ghats.
The range has large deposits
of magnetite ore—a compound
of iron that is chemically different from hematite ore,
which is typically used in India
for the extraction of iron and
manufacturing of steel.
The move could assume significance in the light of the
bans that have recently been
imposed on illegal and indiscriminate mining practices in
Bellary and elsewhere in Karnataka that led to widespread

Damage control: A file photo of an iron ore mine in Goa. A panel has
suggested phasing out mining operations in the most sensitive areas of
the Western Ghats, which include Goa, through opencast methods.
environmental
degradation.
The sudden decline in the
mining
activities,
which
boomed along with a surge in
global demand in the last decade, has led to iron ore exports trickling to a halt.
According to ICFRE, the
Western Ghats is estimated to
have a deposit of 10 billion
tonnes of magnetite ore—of
which around 8 billion tonnes
is located in Karnataka. The
Geological Survey of India has
reported significant deposits of
magnetite in the Chikmagalur,
Shimoga and Uttara Kannada
districts of the state.

ICFRE made these recommendations in a macro-level
environment impact assessment study report of Bellary
district following directions by
the Supreme Court.
These
recommendations
were also echoed by a working
group of the Planning Commission on the steel industry,
headed by Union steel secretary Pradeep Kumar Misra.
Mint has copies of both the reports, of which the one by ICFRE is not available in the public domain.
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Our jumbled covid restraints need rational sorting out
RAHUL JACOB

T
is a Mint columnist and a
former Financial Times foreign
correspondent.

he ‘storm before the calm’ is one characterization of the surge in covid infections brought on by the Omicron variant. It is already quite a storm, although of a
milder variety: Modelling by researchers at
the University of Washington suggests 3 billion infections globally in the next couple of
months, but with far fewer hospitalizations
than during the Delta wave. Projections of
this sort have been proven wrong during this
pandemic, but the current speed of infections and increased transmissibility of the
Omicron strain is indisputable.
The sense of calm that runs through analyses from scientists in the past few days and
among medical personnel in South Africa is
because hospitalizations and ICU admissions from South Africa’s Gauteng, where
Omicron was first identified, to New Delhi
have been markedly lower than during the
Delta wave. Angelique Coetzee, who heads
the South African Medical Association, this
week told Karan Thapar in an interview for
The Wire that in just a fortnight, the 7-day

moving average of daily cases had halved in
South Africa. Moreover, of the 114 patients
that her own surgery unit had seen, only
three were admitted to hospital and two of
those were diabetic and obese. In an earlier
interview, Dr. Coetzee recounted that many
people she had seen at her clinic who tested
positive for Omicron had cancelled their follow-up appointments because their symptoms were so mild. “By early February, we
could be in a place where covid is ‘like the
flu’,” Bob Wachter, chair of medicine at the
University of California told The New York
Times this week.
In 2003, the SARS outbreak in Hong Kong
and southern China followed a similar trajectory. Though SARS had a higher fatality rate
than Sars-Cov-2, that pandemic quickly
seemed to weaken as it spread beyond the
initial clusters of hospitals and a denselypacked housing estate. I was based in Hong
Kong at the time, reporting on the outbreak
for the Financial Times, and was alarmed by
doctors at hospitals that were the epicentre
of the epidemic saying it could spread via
touching an elevator button. (I briefly considered not taking the lift but the FT office
was in a skyscraper that towered even over
Hong Kong’s business district.) Eventually,
the SARS outbreak ended in July 2003 due

to many factors, such as frequent handwashing, mask wearing and the high temperature and humidity of the region in summer
months.
The past is not always prologue, especially
in the mercurial twists and turns of the SarsCov-2 saga, but Omicron’s outbreak does feel
like the beginning of the
end of the pandemic. With
the vast majority of residents in our major metropolises double vaccinated
and with many having had
covid in the horrendous
second wave last year, India
seems well positioned to
weather it. Almost twothirds of our population
had been double vaccinated as of the end of 2021,
and the numbers in major
cities are well above the
national average.
Paradoxically, state and city administrations in India are responding with something
approaching the sledgehammer approach
we have seen all too frequently. Bengaluru
and Delhi will impose weekend curfews from
Friday night, rather than limit the number of
people who can gather in one place, which

would be much more sensible and not
deliver another body blow to service industries. Politicians continue to pose at vaccine
camps of all places without wearing masks—
which just about every expert believes we
need to continue doing for the foreseeable
future. Friends in Delhi who tested positive,
albeit with very mild symptoms, had to argue with
municipal officials and produce doctors’ certificates to
avoid being marched off to
hospitals. A friend’s niece
who had come off a flight
from Europe was forcibly
hospitalized for ten days in
Delhi at a cost of ₹10,000 a
day and inexplicably
denied an RT-PCR test for
days. Meanwhile, the contrast between our government’s risk assessment for
travellers from Europe and
those from the US could not be starker. The
former are tested as they get off planes and
subject to home quarantines, while those
from the US, where new infections crossed 1
million over a 24-hour period on Monday,
saunter through. Perhaps India merely has
different rules for superpowers.

Must we suffer
déjà vu over
restrictions for
a third wave
that’s unlikely
to pummel India
like the second?

As for boosters, all changed when Prime
Minister Narendra Modi announced on 25
December that a “precautionary” dose would
be available for those over 60 with co-morbidities. It’s still a puzzle why protein-based
vaccines such as Covovax, which are, if anything, more effective in creating antibodies,
were only approved a few days after Modi’s
announcement and long after the World
Health Organisation had approved Covovax.
Fresh off a plane from Hong Kong in January 2020, I did what I could to sound alarm
bells over the approaching covid pandemic,
interviewing a renowned epidemiologist a
couple of weeks later. Now, I fear a kind of
covid coverage-induced brain fog trying to
understand our bureaucracy’s contradictory
responses more than I worry about contracting Omicron. The good news from across the
world is that the milder, gentler Omicron is
triumphing in what The New York Times’ Carl
Zimmer characterizes as a wrestling matchstyled “cage-fight” with Delta. Omicron may
even deliver herd immunity.
The government needs to ensure we wear
masks religiously, meet outdoors where possible and stop large gatherings such as election rallies and large weddings. But let’s not
choke India’s economic recovery with curfews and lockdowns.

Manish Dhawan, Associate Manager
(Office of Dean Academics),
participated in the Blackboard Teaching
and Learning Conference Asia Pacific,
18th – 19th August 2021.
The Blackboard Team expressed their
thanks and gratitude to him for his
contribution to the conference. The
time and effort in preparing and
delivering his presentation was valued
and very much appreciated. The current
feedback has been very positive and
applauds the strength of the program.

Dr. Ankit Gupta
From Department of Mechanical Engineering
along with his team consisting of Rakesh
Rayapureddi, Vaibhav Sehgal and Amith
Palacherla in Affiliation with Shiv Nadar
University created the Integrated Autonomous
Paddy Stubble Reaper with Baler to solve the
problem of Stubble Farming.

RESEARCH
STUBBLE FARMING

Current Methods to deal with Stubble Farming

The key mission behind their project is to emphasize sustainable agricultural
practices, to support farmers and farming to avert the coming food crisis at an
affordable rate facing the current ground situations.
The present work involves, developing the world’s first fully electric and
autonomous agricultural machine with unique design and mechanisms. Upon
seeing the development, it is evincing that with the aviation in the eco-friendly
electric vehicle technologies, the electrification of agricultural fields is possible
and utmost necessary. The machine is developed with the target of cutting
down the operational cost involved in post-harvesting straw management by
more than 50%.

Integrated Autonomous
Paddy Stubble Reaper

The Key Achievements of this project
1. Won National level design contest. The unique design of the machine has
won national-level recognition at the IIT mandi design contest, Dec 2019.
2. The complete specification of the invention has been patented and published.
3. Altair India offered the free license of their simulation software worth
Rs. 2 Lac for developing the machine.
4. One of the few projects that got selected nationwide for La Dassault
Connect-Next conference, 2020 organized by Dassault systems.

BOOK REVIEW

MUSIC TO FLAME LILIES
It's a story about a woman who paints, reads, and listens. It's a story
about magic and conversation. Noor is an artist, she lives in London,
but grew up in Herga and Kashmir alternately; both lands of dark souls,
stories, and pasts.
Rao has a way of writing that captures your ears before your eyes
reach them. Where our mothers are murdered, there we pray. You
need to take a minute to feel what you just read. You feel it all, that's
the beauty of this book. It's hardly a love story; the spells, temples, and
ghosts take it home.
Eventually she had to leave. The magic in the soil of Herga wouldn't
let her stay there. It was as simple as that, she had to leave the love
of her life. But you see, the thing is, she wasn't heartbroken, it didn't
break her heart… At the end of it all, she was hopeful, she hoped for
Kalki to live a life with meaning, she wished to find a love like that
again, she wished to be engaged in a conversation like that again
and smile like that again. Before, she used to draw her dead best
friend, now she drew the magic in those lands, the magic and the
ghosts that helped her grow into another person.
She now knew how a man in India felt about God, Power, People,
Castes, Philosophers, and Magic and she had a lot of nights where
she stayed up with him getting to know everything she possibly
could, and she could live with all of that information and memories
for the rest of her life.
She could live for the rest of her life hoping to feel like that again.
You see, in the end, it wasn't about that one person, but what her
life looked like because of him, and she couldn't wait until it looked
like that again. Until then, she had her paints and her thoughts and
for her, that was more than enough.
Noor Haque.

- By Maahi Gupta,
Class of 2024

MOVIE
RECOMMENDATIONS
Sardar Udham is a look into the life of quiet yet impactful
revolutionary, Udham Singh, who carries out the
assassination of the then Lieutenant Governor of Punjab,
Michael O'Dwyer. Kaushal’s portrayal and the perfect
balance between the audio-visuals on screen makes the
film the perfect watch to stir up the patriotism in one.
The movie by itself is not your usual Bollywood flick and
sets off on a different path of its own. It doesn't stick to
the Bollywood norm, with music interferences and
unrealistic action. Although it's not something wrong,
breaking the paradigm is simply showing us different
directions cinema can go. It was a pleasure to watch and
gave chills towards the end. Every aspect of the film was
well rounded off, right from the crisp storytelling, acting,
technical imagery and sound and also Sircar's direction.
It embodies the life of Singh in all forms, touching from
his personal life to connections to the freedom
movement. Although not outspoken, the film launches
Indian cinema onto a path of scenic and meaningful art.

Sardar Udham
Sardar Udham is a 2021 biographical period drama film directed
by Shoojit Sircar. Based on the life of freedom fighter Udham
Singh, played by Vicky Kaushal, it hit screens as both a critical
and financial success, with special praise for Kaushal’s acting,
the minimal dialogue laden script and rapt visuals.
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Class of 2025
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Class of 2024
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Class of 2023

YOGA ASANA
OF THE MONTH

ASANA OF THE MONTH:
Name of the asana : ParivrttaParsvakonasana (Revolved side angle
pose). The name ParivrttaParsvakonasana is derived from four Sanskrit
words and its English name is inspired by the meaning of these four
words mentioned below:
Parivrtta = Revolved
Parsva = Side
Kona = Angle
Benefits of ParivrttaParsvakonasana (Revolved Side Angle Pose):
1. Contracts abdominal organs, therefore, aids digestion.
2. Directs the blood flow in the abdominal and spinal region.
3. Stretches and strengthens the knees, ankles and thighs.
4. Gives a good stretch to lungs, groin, spine, shoulder and abdomen.
5. Useful in removing excess fat around the waist and hips.
6. Beneficial for people who suffer from sciatica pain.
7. Prevents osteoporosis and relieves lower back pain.
Precautions for ParivrttaParsvakonasan
(Revolved Side Angle Pose):
1. Keep the neck in a neutral position if you are new to this pose else
you are likely to experience a lot of stress in neck muscles.
2. Don’t put the weight completely on your legs and arm, rather try
to stretch your body, distributing your weight evenly throughout
the body.
3. Avoid practicing this asana in case of severe pain in the neck,
back or shoulders.
4. The practice of Extended Side Angle should be avoided in case
you suffer from: frequent headaches, high or low blood pressure,
migraine, insomnia, joint pain, cervical spondylitis or heart problem.

WINNER OF CHRISTMAS
COMPETITION
AKSHAYA
KANIVANNAN
Class of 2024

If you have content you’d like to be considered for inclusion in the
upcoming newsletter, please write to me at
vinnie.mathur@snu.edu.in
Please feel free to forward this to a friend or associate, follow us on
Instagram @SNUEngage and get an online read on the website too!

ARTIST
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AMOGH
MAHESHWARI
Class of 2025.
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